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ABSTRACT 
 
Intellectual Disability (ID) is a neuro-developmental disorder that results in incom-plete or 

(arrested) expansion of a brain. Depending upon the severity of the disease, ID could be 

moderate ID, severe ID, and most severe called profound ID. ID affects about two to three 

percent of overall population. It has been estimated that half of all cases with are due to 

environmental factors and the other half are due to genetic factors. ID cases may have 

intellectual disability only without other asso-ciated abnormalities, a condition called as 

Non-syndromic Intellectual Disability (NSID) or with other associated abnormalities, a 

condition called as Syndromic In-tellectual disability (SID). Autosomal recessive disorders 

are common in isolated populations, because of high rate of consanguinity. Recessive 

genetic disorders are common in Pakistan where consanguineous marriages are frequently 

ar-ranged because the cast system is deeply rooted. Understanding of molecular and 

genetic causes may allow for the decision making to prevent ID. Mutation screening of 

these genes is required which will lead to development of prena-tal diagnostic tests in 

Pakistan. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Intellectual disability (ID) can be defined as a disor-der 

that results in incomplete or (arrested) expansion of a 

brain. Its main characteristics are impaired abil-ities 

expressed throughout growing phases subsidizing whole 

stages of brainpower like cognition, speech, neu-ronal 

functions and societal skills. Symptoms will start showing 

before the age of 181,2. ID disorder affecting about two to 

three percent of overall population. Sev-enty five to 

ninety percent of the affected population has mild ID. 

Non-syndromic ID or idiopathic ID disorders are counting 

for thirty to fifty percent of cases. And about one fourth 

of cases are produced by hereditary sicknesses3. According 

to 2013 genetic report ID cases of unknown origin affect 

about ninety five million indi-vidual’s world widely4. ID is 

the most common neuro-de-velopmental disease of 

children, affecting overall 1–3% of the population5. 

Prevalence of ID among 3-9 year old children in 

developing countries including Pakistan has been reported 

to be 9/1000 and the prevalence rate of intellectual 

disability under the age of 10 years in Paki-stan is 36%6. 

The distribution of ID cases in population, depending upon 

the severity of intellectual disability, is mild ID (about 

85%), moderate ID (about 10%), severe ID 

 
 
 
(about 4%), and most severe called profound ID (about 

2%)7.   
SYMPTOMS 

 
Most of the signs and symptoms of ID patients are 

behavioral. Patients with ID can be learning, crawling, 

siting, or walking slower development than the normal 

children, or maybe they will learn to speak slowly as 

compared with normal children. Intellectually disabled 

patients may have all or some of the following charac-

teristics8. They will have slow development of their 

oral language with the deficiency in memorizing 

capacity, and having problems in learning social rules 

of living. They face trouble with problematic matters 

resolving abilities and having postponements in the 

growth of adaptive performances such as their own 

care abilities. Peoples with ID disorder are more slowly 

in learning as compare with normal children.   
TYPES 

 
On divisional bases with associated abnormities, in-

telligent disability can be divided into two groups. When 

ID is either the only isolated feature without other as-  
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sociated consistent handicaps, it is called non-syndrom-ic 

intellectual disability (NSID) or when combined with other 

physical and/or behavioral abnormalities referred to as 

syndromic intellectual disability9. 
  

CAUSES 

 
Anything can affects with normal brain growth and ID 

can result. Nonetheless, a precise cause for ID can only be 

identified about one third of the cases. The well-known 

causes of ID are the Genetic circumstances. These contain 

abnormalities such as Down’s syndrome, Fragile X 

syndrome. Some risk factors which are thought to cause 

intellectual disability include infections which are present 

at birth or occur after birth, many envi-ronmental factors, 

and some metabolic conditions such as 

hyperbilirubinemia, malnutrition and pre-eclampsia. Toxic 

conditions are also responsible for causing intel-lectual 

disability such as intrauterine exposure to alco-hol, 

cocaine, amphetamines and other drugs. Similarly head 

trauma before and after birth may cause ID. Like-wise 

other cases are unexplained which is the largest category 

for occurrences of intellectual disability10. In some cases 

problems may occur during child birth if a newborn baby 

is in condition of lake of oxygen or born tremendously 

untimely means the baby birth occurred before the 

normal period of time. Some infections such as meningitis, 

measles or whooping cough, can lead to ID disorder. 

Contacts to toxic materials for example lead, and severely 

to ignore someone or abuse may also cause ID. But in two-

thirds of all peoples who having ID, the cause is not 

known11,12. It has been estimated that half of all cases 

with are due to environmental factors (toxins, infections, 

trauma or perinatal anoxia) and the other half are due to 

genetic factors (chromosomal, Mendelian genetic 

disorders). Its impact upon the in-dividual, family, 

community and nation as a whole can be immense. 

Majority of the cases are affected from an early age13. 

Recent evidence has recommended that ID may be 

triggered by the blockage of the inter cellular chemical 

mechanisms taking place inside human ner-vous system 

like formation and maturation of neuron, synaptic 

elasticity, synaptic channels cycling, and gene 

appearance, also regulation of genes profiling and some 

more processes of genes processing14.   
DIAGNOSIS 

 

The presence of large family pedigrees with ARNSID 

can be important tool in genetic linkage analysis to 

find out causative genes and may thus be helpful in 

under-standing biology of ID.  

 
 
 
 

 

For the diagnoses of ID disorder patient is measured 

intellectually disabled if there is shortfalls in both IQ 

level and adaptable performances15. 

 
On the bases of 5th edition of the “Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders” (DSM-IV), there are 

three important points for the diagnoses of ID dis-order 

which are as insufficiencies in overall intellectual 

capabilities, noteworthy confines in one or more spaces of 

adaptable performance crosswise numerous surround-ings 

which has been clearly verified by the adaptable 

performance counting scale, that are communication, own 

help services, interpersonal characteristics, and in-

dication that the boundaries became seeming in child-

hood period or at the age of adolescence16. ID disorder is 

properly diagnosed by the evaluation of IQ level and 

adaptable performance. And with the third component of 

starting time of disease in childhood period is using to 

differentiate ID from other disorders for example de-

mentia such as in patients of Alzheimer’s disease or be-

cause of brain traumatic injuries. For the first IQ testing 

scale was made by Stanford-Binet in English language, this 

test was applied in France on school children. Lewis 

Terman adapted Binet’s examination and promoted it as a 

test quantifying “general intelligence.” It was the first 

generally used intellectual quiz to account scores in 

“intelligence quotient” form (“mental age” divid-ed by 

chronological age, multiplied by 100)17. Now a days the IQ 

level is checking by scoring in “deviation IQ” form, with 

an activity level by a test examiner, two standard 

deviations less than the median score for the test-taker’s 

age category demarcated as IQ 70. And this valve is the 

land mark for the diagnosis of ID disorder, this testing 

method is using for categorization of ID pa-tients. But now 

present diagnosis of ID is not established on IQ scores 

separately, but also take into attention a person’s 

adaptable abilities level, the diagnosis of ID is not only 

decided by the IQ level but also by the count-ing of 

behavioral characteristics and as well as by the keen 

observation of the patient, clinical examinations, 

understanding and communication like skills which are 

necessary for daily life18.   
GENETIC BASIS 

 
The majority of ID cases have intellectual disability 

only without other associated abnormalities, a condition 

called as non-syndromic Intellectual disability (NSID) 

which is one of the most serious neurodevelopmental 

disorders19. The genetic etiology of NSID has been found 

only in 10% of cases, with just 19 X-linked (XLID) and six 

autosomal genes till date20. XL ID has been extensively 
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studied previously, because of the high ratio in male as 

compare to female, however, it is likely that there are 

autosomal forms of ID because of heterogeneity are more 

common than X-linked ID, as only ∼4% of genes reside on 

the X chromosome. The type of autosomal pattern of re-

cessive heritage is counting that may involve in approx-

imately one fourth of all persons with non-syndromic ID. 

In spite of this, less is known about the genetic ori-gin of 

non-syndromic autosomal-recessive ID (ARNSID). Thirty 

loci containing six identified genes were stated to be 

taking part in autosomal recessive non-syndromic ID 

(ARNSID)21. By using linkage analysis and homozygosi-ty 

mapping techniques in huge consanguineous families 

shadowed by re-sequencing of involved genes, which 

include PRSS12 known as Protease, Serine12 or called 

Neurotrypsin having MIM no 60670922. SCRBN known as 

Cereblon having MIM no 60926223. CC2D1A known as 

Coiled-coil with C2 group containing protein 1A having MIM 

no 61005524. GRIK2 known as Glutamate recep-tor, 

ionotropic, kainite 2 having MIM no 138244, TUSC3 known 

as Tumor suppressor candidate 3 having MIM no 601385, 

TRAPPC9 known as Trafficking protein particle complex 

subunit 9 having MIM no 61196625. But with the facilities of 

new techniques of generation sequencing known as exome 

sequencing method has developed the detection of 

speedily increasing in counting of AR-NSID contributing 

genes. According to new research up to date 32 novel 

genes causing AR-NSID disorder have been described by 

Najmabadi et al26.   
CONSANGUINITY IN PAKISTAN 

 

Autosomal recessive disorders are common in iso-

lated populations, because of high rate of consanguin-

ity. The latest developments in the field of molecular 

biology and cytogenetic study has helped a lot in the 

identification of new genes in various genetic disorders 

especially autosomal recessive ID. Recessive genetic 

disorders are common in Pakistan where consanguine-

ous marriages are frequently arranged because the 

cast system is deeply rooted27.Countries having higher 

rate of consanguinity shows a significant burden of 

autoso-mal recessive disorders notably NS-ARID. The 

reported rate of consanguinity in Pakistan is 62.7%, out 

of which 84% marriages are between first cousins28. 

 
Understanding of molecular and genetic causes may 

allow for the decision making to prevent ID. Mutation 

screening of these genes will lead to development of 

prenatal diagnostic tests. The benefit to the community 

includes predictive testing and genetic counseling. Most of 

these studies in Pakistan have been conducted in the 

 
 
 
 

 

last decade. Although, a few genetic centers have been 

established in the recent past, however, few systematic 

and well planned surveys have been published so far. 
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